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Education

Ph.D.  2007  Politics, Princeton University
M. Phil.  1991  Economics, University of Oxford
B.A.  1988  International Relations and Economics, University of Toronto

Employment

Professor, Department of Political Science, Mark O. Hatfield School of Government, Portland State University (Since 2008, Tenure Granted 2011, Promotion to Full Professor 2016)

Publications

1.  Books
   a)  Sole Authored


   b)  Co-Edited


   c)  Co-Authored
2. Peer-Reviewed Scholarly Articles


“Local Governance Pathways to Decarbonization in China and India”, *China Quarterly*, September 2017, 728-748.


“Did Bush Democratize the Middle East? The Effects of External-Internal Linkages”, *Political Science Quarterly*, December 2013, 653-685.

“Policy Succession and the Next Cross-Straits Crisis”, *Asia Policy*, July 2013, 139-159.

“Using a Virtual History Conference to Teach the Iraq War”, *Journal of Political Science Education*, March 2013, 222-235.


3. **Book Chapters**


4. Policy Articles

“30 Years After Tiananmen: The Young and the Restless,” Journal of Democracy (April 2019)

"A Big Dose of Colonialism is Needed to Fix Yemen", The Article (February 2019)

"Naipaul's Reckoning With Empire", Open Magazine (June 2018)
“Turkey, Middle Powers, and the New Humanitarianism”, Perceptions (Center for Strategic Research, Foreign Ministry of Turkey), Summer 2015

“The Use of Coercion to Prevent Climate Change”, Survival, February-March 2015 (with David Kinsella)

“Putting Legitimacy at the Center of Foreign Interventions and Assistance”, PRISM: Journal of the Center for Complex Operations (National Defense University), Spring 2014.


“From Decay to Democracy”, Foreign Policy, 2006.


“Should We Try to Predict Transitions to Democracy?”, Seton Hall Journal of Diplomacy and International Relations, Spring 2005, pp.1-17.


---

Prizes and Awards
College of Urban and Public Affairs Dean’s Award for Scholarly Achievement – Senior Faculty, 2016
Frank Cass Prize, Best Article in Democratization, 2010
Marcel Cadieux Award, Best Article in *International Journal*, 2007 and 2012
Princeton University, East Asian Studies Prize, 2002
United Kingdom Commonwealth Scholarship, 1989-1991

**Grants and Fellowships**

*Internal (PSU Only) (Selected)*
Hatfield Grant, Hatfield School of Government, $1,250 (2011)
Faculty Enhancement Grant, Office of Research and Sponsored Projects $3,790 (2010)
Professional Travel Grant, Center for Sustainable Practices and Processes: $1,650 (2010)
Faculty Fellows for Community Partnerships, Center for Academic Excellence: $500 (2010)

*External (Selected)*
Asia Institute, Griffith University, Conference Grant for “China and Middle Powers” Project Inaugural Conference, $35,000 (2012)
Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation, Asia Research Program, Conference Grant for Edward Friedman festschrift: $17,000 (2009)

**Ongoing External Engagements**
National Association of Scholars, President of Oregon Chapter (Oregon Association of Scholars), Since 2016
National Endowment for Democracy, International Forum For Democratic Studies Research Council Member, Since 2008
Radio Free Asia: Mandarin Service Program Evaluator, Since 2005

**Internal Service (PSU)**
Founding Director, Master of Public Policy Program, 2012 - 2016
Director, Ph.D. Program in Public Affairs and Policy, 2012 - 2017

**External Professional Service**
Member of the Editorial Board, *Journal of Democracy* (Since 2007)
Member of the Editorial Board, *Journal of Contemporary China* (Since 2010)
Member of the Editorial Board, *International Journal* (Since 2012)
Member of the Standing Review Board, Humanities and Social Sciences Panel, *Research Grants Council*, Hong Kong (Since 2012)
Member of the Board of Evaluators, Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique-FNRS, Belgium (Since 2018)